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PRICE REDUCED

(1)

Pithing Rod Stainless
217 626

(2)
Firearms licence is not required for this tool.

Dehorner Packing
fibre (1)
tape (2)
paste (3)

201 835
212 196
212 195

Hot-Shot Rechargeable Power Pack
205 240

$199.00

Take a moment to work it out. How many battery
changes do you do in your prodder each year? If
more than 3 or 4, then you will save money and
time with our optional rechargeable power pack.
Slides into the same compartment as the standard
batteries. 240 volt charger or 12 volt lead required,
as for Hot-Shot rechargeable prodders this page.

Ear Tag Cutter
economy
quality

213 407
204 109

PRICE REDUCED

$59.95 $49.95
$29.95
$39.95

These three items are from dehorning specialists
Keystone Dehorner, USA. They are to reduce fly
strike, blood loss and trauma following dehorning
of cattle. Small pieces are broken off the fibre pad
and pushed into the horn cavity. (The pad should
do about 25 horns.) The fibre is then covered with
either packing tape or packing paste, to secure the
fibre in the horn. The paste is thick and tar-like, with
an integrated lid brush. The packing and tape or
paste fall off naturally as the horn heals.
(3)

batt. pack

$39.95

The pithing rod is used as an alternative to
bleeding-out of a slaughtered or stunned animal.
Such measures are required practice after use of a
captive bolt device on a large animal (bull or horse).
Discuss with your veterinarian. Length 46cm o.a.

$4.95
$17.95

Very handy knives for removing ear tags, cutting
twine, or many other uses where a safe razor-sharp
cutter is needed. Razor-sharp blade in plastic
handle. Economy is 16cm long and quality is 22cm
long with good finger grips.
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Spay Tool Willis
Captive Bolt Slaughter Device
device only
activators/50 green
activators/50 yellow
activators/50 blue
activators/50 red
cleaning kit*
service kit**

201 078
201 073
201 074
201 072
210 217
201 075
210 025

$399.00
$69.95
$69.95
$69.95
$69.95
$49.00
$69.95

A captive bolt device is used for safe and humane
destruction of animals - from small pigs and calves
to boars and bulls. A captive retracting ‘bolt’ is fired
into the head, instead of a bullet. Different strength
cartridges are used for different sized animals (see
chart below). It is imperative that the correct charge
is used for the animal being destroyed. The shot is
discharged by pressure on the trigger mechanism.
The correct point for entry of the bolt is between
and slightly above the eyes.
Activators: Calves up to 100kg - Green
		
Calves up to 300kg - Yellow
		
Calves up to 600kg - Blue
		
Calves over 600kg - Red
		
Horses - all weights - Yellow
		
Sheep and Goats up to 35kg - Green
		
Sheep and Goats over 35kg - Yellow
		
Pigs up to 50kg - Green
		
Pigs up to 100kg - Yellow
		
Pigs up to 200kg - Blue
		
Pigs over 200kg - Red
Important Notice: Serious penalties apply for
dealing with animals inhumanely. If in doubt about
use of this device, discuss with your veterinarian.
Death should be finally ascertained by checking
there is no heartbeat, no breathing and no blink
reflex. Be aware that for heavy bulls and horses,
this is a stunning device only. Use must be followed
by pithing to assure death. (If in doubt consult you
veterinarian.)
*Cleaning kit - Contains 25cm extension handle
and two sizes of brush for cleaning gun barrel.
**Service kit - Contains a replacement for
mainspring and rubber buffer.

heifer 25 x 16
cow std 32 x 16
cow large 35 x 25

The Willis spaying technique enables intra-vaginal
or ‘passage’ spaying. The large-cow size is mostly
required for exotic or tropical breeds. These
stainless steel tools are specially manufactured for
the purpose. Dimensions are hole length x width
in mm.
NB: This technique should only be performed by
professional operators.

Spay Suture Needle
16cm each
21cm each

208 928
208 929

$14.95
$19.95

Specially-made large-size stainless steel needles
for suturing of spay incisions. Suitable for USP 5 or
6 suture. Dimension is length o.a.

Spay Suture Scalpel Handle
208 932

$14.95

211 187
211 188

$12.95
$59.95

This special No.3-size scalpel handle is very fine
and incorporates a suture eye. When used with a
No.11 blade it creates a very sharp and useful spay
suture needle. Supplied non-sterile. Stainless steel.

0.5 litre
5 litre

Many animal and farm uses, but specially suitable
for treatment of sand colic in horses. Also as a
bloat remedy for cattle.

Prices listed include GST, and include delivery on orders over $229.00 value, except all WA deliveries and
products marked Plus Freight. Prices and specifications can change without notice.
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Paraffin Oil
Aim between bottom of ears for correct use. Not
between eyes.
Death can be confirmed using the five-finger head
check. This is where each finger of the hand
prompts a 'hands-on' close check that:
1. The animal has no blink reflex
2. The pupils are fixed and dilated
3. There is no jaw tone
4. The tongue is flaccid
5. There is no rhythmic breathing

207 732 $219.00 $199.00
207 733 $219.00 $199.00
207 756 $219.00 $199.00

